
 
 

LRC54 – Fabric Protector Waterproofer. 

 

The Fabric Protector can be sprayed onto fabrics, carpets and sneakers once cleaned, creating a waterproof barrier, 

and protecting from future threats. 

First, any sneakers, carpets or fabrics must be deep cleaned prior to any application. It is very important to make sure 

it’s 100% dry before this is sprayed on to the material to waterproof it, as this can affect the product durability and 

stop it being a waterproofed.  

For fabric items that are very dirty, it’s advised to wet these first with water, brushing the fabric in all directions to 

help loosen any deep-down dirt, apply some fabric cleaner to the item and scrub in with a brush, to get deep into the 

fibres of the item to be cleaned. You may have to repeat this process until your happy with the cleaning, but very 

importantly your item must be 100% dry, so it may have to be left until it’s fully dried out before applying any 

protection spray.  

Once your item is fully dry, you can then proceed to mask up painted areas inside vehicles, chrome, and glass to 

allow the application of the waterproofer. For carpets, sneakers and fashion items you won’t need to mask anything 

up unless you have metal emblems on your item or brassware on handbags. Once you have masked up, spray on a 

layer of waterproofer, get a soft brush and brush this in gently making sure all fibres are covered, then brush the 

fibres in one direction only, then spray towards the fibres to ensure you have fully covered that side of the fibres. 

Once that’s been carried out brush the fibres in the opposite direction and spray again towards the fibres, then brush 

to one side and spray again, then brush to the opposite side and spray once more, then brush the fibres up into their 

normal position and spray once more and leave to cure fully. 

This type of application ensures each fibre is covered on all sides, just spraying a waterproofer onto the fabric isn’t 

going to give you maximum protection.  

With carpets in vehicles, clean off first, and make sure it’s 100% dry, then apply moving the fibres around while 

applying in different directions as per the above. 

With handbags, you can waterproof the fabric linings, just make sure the material is fabric and not a suede as some 

handbags have a suede leather interior.  

Clean the inside of the leather handbag fully, allow this to dry, then with the handbag tuned inside out cover the 

leather areas, and spray on the waterproofing solution, this will give a great protection barrier against spills, dirt and 

make-up stains, making cleaning much easier in the future.  

Items such as fabric bags and cases, even fabric laptop bags can be coated, but again clean beforehand, then dry and 

then apply the product. Always moving the fibres into new directions and coating each direction, the purpose of 

doing this is to get to the bottom of each fibre strand and to coat each side of the fibres for maximum protection.  

Take a look at the YouTube video about this product  

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/LAFC7bU0uF0


 

 

Available sizes, 50ml – 1.7fl oz, 100ml – 3.4 fl oz, 250ml – 8.5 fl oz, 500ml – 17 fl oz, 1ltr – 34 fl oz, 5ltr – 176 fl 

oz 

Use Within, Use within 24 months of purchase  

Warranty, 12 months from point of sale. 

Temperatures, do not allow to freeze or go below 7 ℃. 

Before Use, always check in a small hidden area before using to ensure no colour is released. 

Colour, a clear liquid. 

Smell, no aromas added. 

Formula, water-based waterproofing solution. 

Skin Allergies, if you have skin allergies always wear gloves. 

Cautions, Use Harmful if swallowed. Keep out of reach of children, may cause skin irritation. Seek medical 

attention at once, do not induce vomiting. Avoid contact with eyes, rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. 

Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do so, continue rinsing. Use a mask at all times using in a well-

ventilated areas, DO NOT BREATHE IN VAPOURS. 

Uses, to be used on all types of fabrics, carpets and alcantara. 

Works on, sneaker, carpets, fabrics seats, fabric handbags, fabric laptop cases, insides of fabric handbags, alcantara 

furniture. 


